
 

1. CONSTITUENCY CONSULTATIONS 

 

1.1  Tog-dher Mission 

The members of parliament elected from Tog-dher region( Burao and its surrounding areas)   

started their tour  in the capital of Tog-dher region, Buroa and  paid  visits to the Central 

Hospital, Central Prison,  Regional Education Office and also visited the under construction road 

between the Buroa and Odweyne town. 

  

 

When the MPs finished their supervision mission in Burao and the other districts of the region 

they met with the elders, students, intellectuals and the youth living in the region. 

 During the three nights of the mission, the MPs invited constituencies to a dinner in which they 

discussed with the locals on the general situation of the region. The communities in the region 

gave the MPs brief information about their localities. They told the MPs some complians about 

the health, security and the lack of unemployment causing a great number of youth to migrate. 

 



At the conclusion, the MPs promised to submit region’s needs to the government.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Hargiesa Mission  

The Members of parliament elected from Marodi-jeh region toured the various districts of the 

capital, Hargeisa  and other districts of the region and met their constituencies their four-day 

mission started from Gabiley district.  

 

During their Gabiley visit, the MPs supervised Gabiley Hospital and the local government then 

moved forward to meet the mayor of Gabiley Mrs Khadra H. Ismail. She gave them an overview 

about the current situation in Gabiley town. 

Following this, the MPs met with the clan elders and the intellectuals of the district  and gave 

with  a dinner in one night and discussed on how to develop their region without waiting an 

outside help.  

  



The members of  parliament also visited Balli-gubadle and Salahley districts  both locate South 

of Hargeisa.the MPs gave dinner to the communities of salahley and Balli-gubadle district to 

discuss how to develop and improve the  community essential needs. 

1.3 Awdal Mission 

The members of parliament elected from Awdal Region took a supervision mission to their 

various constituencies of the region to make consultation. The MPs supervised the courts, 

schools, hospitals, police stations in the region. Then after that, they met with the community of 

Borama in three consecutive days and discussed the region’s socio-economic needs such as the 

security, health, education and the other development initiatives in the region. 

 


